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Foreword

The reason for making this book is to present a chronological account for or-
dinary folks of what is either the most long lasting LARP (Live Action Role 
Playing, aka prank) on 4chan or indeed the biggest intelligence drop from 

the U.S. government to the public, ever, through an agent who calles himself ‘Q’. 
Calm 

Before The Storm (CBTS), which at this point, has been archived over 430 times - 
making it the longest thread on 4chan ever.

As all of this evolves, it is clear that whoever Q may be, his statements, questions 
and/or insinuations paint a compelling picture: a world about to be set free from the 
grip of a global cabal that includes CIA, FBI, banker families and royal dynasties. 

It was my intention to compile all of Q’s posts into a printable format for poster-

disinformation) posted on the CBTS thread (It also seems obvious that the thread is 
being spammed intentionally). 

I spiced up Q’s messages with a selection of tweets and headlines of relevant real life 
events occurring during the time all if this took place - which was during president 
Trump’s 12-day trip to Asia.  This book tries to present the big picture in one fell 
swoop. 
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Quick Rundown

On October 28, a user on message board /pol/ on 4Chan who named him/herself Q – and 
who appeared to be a high level government insider – began posting a series of intrigu-
ing  messages in a thread called CBTS (Calm Before The Storm). Q claimed POTUS 

was being protected by the Military because the CIA, FBI, and Secret Service are all corrupted. 
Q began posting series of questions, where each question is often either a hint to the next question or an answer 
to the previous. 

The intelligent and systematic way in which Q allows the reader come to his own conclusions through answering 
his questions, caught the attention of many /pol/ users. Especially when some of the things Q hinted at or even 
predicted, became true... 

1.) , Q says on oct. 31, mentions 
  On Nov. 3 he askes 

 That weekend the Saudi Arabia purge happens. The arrested Saudi Princes 
are the people who fund Hillary Clinton, the Clinton Foundation, and own Citibank (who basically picked 
Obama’s cabinet). Saudi assets were frozen (4 trillion USD according to Q). 

2.) Oct. 31: Q said billionaire George Soros is targeted. Nov 3: Howard Rubin, fundmanager for Soros, is 

-
dictment does not necessarily equal arrest. However, the Podesta Group seems to be suddenly shutting down 
(11/12). 

4.) Q said on Oct. 31: 
(meaning complicit but cooperating). 10 days later FOX News announced 

5.) Q said there could be social media blackouts, 

went missing (error 404) at some point, was back up the next morning. Q said that the thread was being pro-
tected, though attacks would continue.

-
ally high number. Indictments are publicly announced on government websites. The normal procedure is to 

-
bered but nameless, and happen when it involves criminal networks. Their number has since risen to 1400+.

7.) Q sent two photo’s taken from an airplane, one from a city and one from some islands in the sea.  Anons 
(anonymous users of 4chan) identify the locations on the photos and their time stamps and they seem to match 
Air Force 1’s trajectory, meaning the photos were taken from inside AF1 during POTUS Asia trip. Q is on board.  
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Historic Setting
-

dia) had abandoned any semblance of neutrality and basically revealed itself as a mouthpiece to the 
Democrat Party. After the election, the same media ran a non-stop campaign against the 45th president, 
sowing hatred and discord with its bogus Russia collusion story for over a year now, while being unable 

made in the period shortly before/after Trump’s inauguration escaped their attention completely.

the MSM. Even the major European newsoutlets ran extensive stories debunking Pizzagate simply by 
announcing that all of it was . Five minutes of online research however, will quickly reveal to 
anyone with half a a brain images of Alefantis’ Instagram account, which are disconcerting to say the 

posted next to them, sexual images such as a naked guy covered in what I assume is fake blood, writh-

Tony Podesta, brother of Hillary’s campaign manager John Podesta, was photographed at the pizzeria 

Some of Tony’s favourite artists, as it turns out, have child molestation as their main theme - truly dis-

without 
further ado.  

How does running a pizza joint gets one listed as  by 
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Source: the Urban Dictionary
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First Q Posts 
Claims that HRC is detained.  

Real life: Antifa has announced mass protests on Nov. 4th.

Source: the New York Times
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Calm Before The Storm 
From here on, all of Q’s messages were posted on a thread named CBTS
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Source: BBC

Source: Washington Post
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Source: National Review
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Source: autoblog.com

Source: lifewire.com

Source: Wikipedia

Source: wsws.org
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PHIL_B_O_Extract_Conf 

Coordinates refer to a Japanese 
restaurant in the Philippines. 
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Uncharacteristic tweet of Obama
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Source: The Epoch Times
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Source: gizmodo.com
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[Between Brackets]
CIA is here. Pray.

(Between brackets) 
Sinful one.
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Source: the blaze.com
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[Between Brackets]
US risk this week. 

God & Country

(Between brackets)
New public hack-

attempt

Indeed the CBTS thread on /pol/ 

that day, spamming the board, 

the next day, it was back up. 
Intense shilling cointinued 

ever since.
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Source: NY Times
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[Between Brackets]
LdR

Lynn de Rothschild?

Too cryptic to mean anything? Not consistent with earlier message... 
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Potus shows a short video summary of his Asia trip, a 
few frames show a view from AF1. Anons identify the 

think the image maps overlap entirely convincingly, so 
it is omitted here. 
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Source: angelqueen.com

Source: theguardian.com

Source: www.jesusmonavocat.org
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Source: freebeacon.com

Source: foxnews.com
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Source: BBC
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11/19
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Oct 31--------------------------------------

>Assange calls out CIA for funding terror
>Manhattan NY Terror Truck 
>Twitter Google & FB appear before congress
+Nov 1--------------------------------------
>STRATCOM GLOBAL THUNDER INITIATED
+Nov 2--------------------------------------
>Twitter admits to censorship of the podesta email leaks (2 days 
after appearing before congress)
>Brazille ousts hillary clinton in media
>Denver shooting
++Nov 3-------------------------------------

>Soros fund manager Howie Rubin arrested  

>POTUS twitter hack
>Somali Airstrike
+++Nov 4------------------------------------
>Mass Saudi arrests of corruption 30 princes more to come 
(Alwaleed bin talal main focus)

+++++Nov 5----------------------------------
>Saudi Helicopter Crash
>Paradise Papers leak
>Texas Church Shooting
>Up to 12 sealed indictments at capitol

>All 7 US carriers in operation
>Massive internet/comms outages reported in U.S.

>Fat Leonard Scandal breaks

+++++++++++++Nov 7
>Leaked Israeli cable outlines attempt to provoke war alongside 
SA
>17 Indictments

>DNC Leak Investigation
>Buzzfeed sued for publishing dossier

>FBI raids MEDCURE a body broker company with 5 USA 
locations whom is donated and sells body parts

--------------NOV 8--------------

around globe for SUPER RICH
>POTUS pulls a swim move on DMZ
>DOJ demands movement of CNN in  
Anti-Trust involving AT&T
>U.S. subpoenas Icahn over BIOFUEL
>Obama Reports for Jury Duty (PHIL__BO_EXT_ 2 days prior)
>Orthodox tension in Jerusalem, Israel
>Cuba embargo Strengthened after attack on US  
representative 
--------------Nov 9--------------

>Vault 8
>Comet Ping Pong under investigation
>Indictment rumors abound 
>Macron to SA amid chaos
>China reveals hypersonic strike aircraft
>Russia Accident Pollution report from FRENCH NUCLEAR 

claiming plausible zone of release of lies between The Urals ri-
ver and the Volga river which is a large swath of land straddling 

>Ex Facebook President ousts FB as exploiting human psycho-
logy.
--------------NOV 10-------------
>Investigators question Netanyahu again
>ISIS hacks radio sweden 
>TSA failing 80% undercover tests
>Homeland warns of weaponized drones/aviation threats
>Saudi orders citizens out of lebanon
>Self Driving bus crashes 
>Toulouse Terror

>APEC SUMMIT Commencement

reports
>Prosecutors admit destroying key emails in Assange case
>Bin Laden half brother arrested
--------------NOV 11--------------

>SA escalations with Iran, jets scramble 
>Russia scandal befalls John & Tony Podesta, Podesta Group 
Epic Collapse
>NASA testing lasers in latest test launch
>ISIS Philippines factions threaten POTUS

>US & Russia call for U.N. Supervised elections in syria
--------------Nov 12--------------
>NYT release article on NSA compromised by shadow broker. 
>CIA behind release implied

>Duterte sings at ASEAN Summit Gala on Trumps call
>DHS Prepares biological attack drill
>Lebanon PM to return and seek settlement
--------------NOV 13-------------
>POTUS tweets from PA despite being in Phillipines for 
ASEAN
>Zimbabwean army chief general holds press ocnference, sta-
ting trecherous shenanigans by politician
>Justice Deptconsidering Uranium one special counsel
>FBI probes Planned Parenthood
>POTUS skips EA Summit and heads home early
>New Jersey man sentenced for role in U1 bribery
--------------NOV 14-------------
>Zimbabwe coup starts
>Session brings out Uranim 1 Sheet in hearing
>Farage calls out Soros in European Parliament
>U1 broken down on Hannity
--------------NOV 15-------------
>FBI drops McCabe Vault info
>Mugabe and wife placed under house arrest
>Deadline for CF to turn in missing accounting documents
>ANTIFA declared as DOMESTIC TERROR
>Major internet outage in US

landering

>MS-13 Bust arrests hundreds of gang members
>Al Franken accussed of groping TV host
>Al Franken calls ethics committee on himself
--------------NOV 17-------------
>Crash over Rothschild manor

>Roseanne Barr tweets she wants to meet Q, then her Twitter 
account was deleted

LIST OF REAL LIFE EVENTS
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What to make of this so far?

PHIL_B_O_Extracted - which some anons believed te be code for Barack Obama being arrested in the Philip-

is possible he would be allowed to attend such meetings. But this is all speculation, of course. 

That some many things did seem to touch upon real events on the other hand, is stunning to say the least. On 
-

Ten princes are arrested, including prince Alwaleed Talal, one of Hillary’s biggest donors, and one of the big-
gest shareholders of Citybank, who had a big say in picking Obama’s cabinet during the banking crisis, and 
who, according to some conspiracy theorists, actually payed for Obama’s college tuition (though this again, is 

Q’s pictures of a city and some islands taken from inside an airplane, when analysed, match location and tra-

House Director of Social Media and assistant to the president, though this is entirely speculative. 

At the same time, it seems a large number of sealed indictments were being issued. A sealed indictment remains 
anonymous until it is unsealed. This can be done for a number of reasons. It may be unsealed, for example, once 
the named person is arrested, or once an entire network is arrested. 

Roseanne Barr’s Twitter was back up the day after it shut down shortly after she publicly asked Q to contact her. 
She tweeted she’d explain later. She been retweeting a lot but hasn’t given a word of explanation yet.  

As more news comes out, we’ll quickly see how much of Q’s picture turns into reality. 


